Curriculum Overview for Y3 Autumn B – Year 3 – How to train your dragon
English
Reading

Apply their growing knowledge of root
words, prefixes and suffixes ,both to read
aloud and to understand the meaning of new
words they meet.
Reading books that are structured in
different ways and reading for a range of
purposes

Writing

Grammar

Progressively building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing range of
sentence structures
Read write and give opinion on variety of
poems

Extending the range of sentences with more
than one clause by using a wider range of
conjunctions, including when, if, because,
although
Using fronted adverbials
Using commas after fronted advebials

Using dictionaries to check the meaning of
words that they have read

How to train your dragon

Discussing words and phrases that capture
the reader’s interest and imagination

Dragon poetry

Checking that the text makes sense to them,
discussing their understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in context

Art & Design

Using and punctuation and direct speech

Look at pictures of Viking a craftwork, especially
patterns and symbols inspired by the kinds of
animals into which Loki shape-shifted (dragons,
serpents, birds, fishes etc). Create versions of your
own.

Design & Technology
Viking food – make a stew

Multiplication & Division
recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 3, 4 and 8
multiplication tables
write and calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication and
division using the multiplication
tables that they know, including
for two-digit numbers times onedigit numbers, using mental and
progressing to formal written
methods



compare how things move on different surfaces



notice that some forces need contact between 2
objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance



observe how magnets attract or repel each other and
attract some materials and not others
compare and group together a variety of everyday
materials on the basis of whether they are attracted to
a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials



describe magnets as having 2 poles



predict whether 2 magnets will attract or repel each
other, depending on which poles are facing

Can children create a Viking powerpoint including all the
new information they have learnt.
What did they Vikings eat?
Where did they live?

Fractions

Design and make longboats

count up and down in tenths;
recognise that tenths arise
from dividing an object into 10
equal parts and in dividing
one-digit numbers or
quantities by 10
recognise, find and write
fractions of a discrete set of
objects: unit fractions and
non-unit fractions with small
denominators

History

Geography

map work
looking at where dragons come from and the
physical features of the continents.
look at older maps to see how ideas about
the world have changed.
Viking origins – where did they travel, can
they map it

s;

Science

Can they create a presentation that moves from slide to
slide and is aimed at a specific audience?

How did they travel?

Viking at school – Jeremy Strong

Number, Place value,
count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50
and 100; find 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number

Template created by Michael Tidd 2013

Large scale collaborative dragon collage.

The Egg

Mathematics



Designing own dragon and habitat.

Computing

SMSC

Trips

I know some enterprising ways I can support a
charity
I know how others can help me achieve my
goals and how I can help others

Jorvick

I have thought about the importance of
teamwork

Facts about Vikings and how chn want to find out
about them
The Viking invasion
What reasons did the Viking give for settling in Jorvik
(York)? Are these reasons what you thought they
would be?
Chn to learn about trade. What does trade mean?
The Vikings were expert traders and did this all over
the world.

Physical

Education

Viking Warriors - athletics
Groups can devise a movement sequence about Viking
life, including rowing in long-ships in calm and angry
seas

Religious

Education

what it means to be a jew, the variety of
places different religion worship..
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